
Item #_____________
Quantity___________

Cantilever 
Conveyor 
Models
CRC4, CRC5, CRC6, CRC7, 
CRC8, CRC10

Standard Features
 All Stainless Steel or aluminum Construc  
 tion
 Adjustable height 
 3” diameter casters  
 Stainless Steel Rollers 
Warranty
 Two years parts and one year labor

Options
o	Electric Raceways- All units can be 
equipped with electric raceways for your elec-
trical convience 
o	Outlets- Allows you to plug in all support 
equipment. No more drop cords. Single or 
three phase outlets are available in either 
straight blade or twist lock 
o	Field Joint- Allows  longer conveyors to be 
shipped and manuevered to location in saller 
sections. 
o	Removeable Sections- Allows sections to 
be placed directly into dishwasher for easy 
cleaning.
o	Cord & Plug- Conveyors are constructed 
for hard wiring as standard, requiring electri-
cal service at location. Grouind receptacle re-
quired for this option. This option is available 
on any unit with electric amp load of 100 or 
less. 
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APPLICATION
The straight-line cantilever conveyor is designed for tray make-up operations. The cantilever conveyor will help 
streamline tray assembly for any healthcare operation. This model unit is designed for easy cleaning and long 
life. Please consult factory with specific questions. 

SPECIFICATIONS
The cantilever conveyor consists of a standard conveyor pan and standard roller assemblies.  The cantilever conveyor 
uprights are made of 2” (4cm) diameter, durable, 16-gauge stainless steel tube. Two uprights are required for a conveyor 
up to 6’ in lengt. Three uprights are required for conveyors over 6’ long to ensure ample support. Uprights have 1 1/4” 
(3cm) 18-gauge stainless steel cross rails welded between for support and each upright has a 12-gauge stainless steel fully 
welded gusset for support. Pan Support consists of a 14-gauge stainless steel tube that slides over upright for adjustable 
conveyor height. Conveyor is adjustable for most ergonomic working heights. Casters are 3” (8cm) diameter swivel plate-
type with brakes (2 of 4 or 3 of 6) to ensure the conveyor stays in place during operations.
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Cantilever Conveyor 
Models
CRC04, CRC05, CRC06, CRC07, CRC08, CRC10
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MODEL INFORMATION
MODEL A DIM  SHIP WEIGHT WIDTH 

CRC04 4 ft. 90 lbs. Tray size plus 1/2 inch

CRC05 5 ft. 110 lbs. Tray size plus 1/2 inch

CRC06 6 ft. 130 lbs. Tray size plus 1/2 inch

CRC07 7 ft. 150 lbs. Tray size plus 1/2 inch

CRC08 8 ft. 170 lbs. Tray size plus 1/2 inch

CRC10 10 ft. 190 lbs. Tray size plus 1/2 inch

Elevating Meal Service Experiences
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